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 A Zagawa boy carries his young brother on his back, Kulbus, West Darfur. UNHCR/M. Rayment 
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Security 
The announcement on 1 August of John Garang's tragic death in a helicopter crash sparked violent riots 
between southerners and northerners in Khartoum and its outskirts. The southern towns of Juba and Malakal 
also saw violence, as southerners burned and looted businesses owned by northerners. In Juba, the market 
was completely burned down, causing a shortage of food in the town. Thousands of northern shopkeepers 
and their families fled the town, with many sheltering at a makeshift camp near the airport. Overall, the riots 
claimed at least 130 lives. In a nationally televised message, President Bashir urged all Sudanese to refrain 
from violence and stated that a joint Government-SPLM/A commission has been formed to investigate the 
causes of the helicopter crash. The UN has offered its assistance in the investigation. The investigation will 
start immediately after Garang’s burial on 6 August in Juba, the town he selected as the capital of an 
autonomous southern Sudan 
 
As precautionary measures, the security level throughout South Sudan has been raised to Operation Lifeline 
Sudan (OLS) level 3 (i.e. Tense Operational Situation) and agencies have been advised to restrict movement 
to the field. A list of international staff indicating essential and non-essential staff, needed in case of an 
evacuation, has been drawn up. Staff returning from leave and R&R have been requested to remain in their 
current location until further notice.  
 
The situation in Khartoum and in the South is now reported to be calm. The mourning ceremony and public 
viewing of Garang’s body in all main southern towns appear to have gone on smoothly.  
 
General Salva Kiir is nominee for Vice President  
After the tragic death of John Garang, the former leadership council of the SPLM and the SPLA military 
command held an emergency meeting and unanimously affirmed General Salva Kiir as the chairman of the 
SPLM and commander in chief of the SPLA. Kiir was Garang's deputy and played a major role in negotiating 
the early stages of the peace agreement. Kiir is now the nominee to the position of 1st Vice President of the 
Republic of Sudan and to President of the Government of South Sudan. The SPLM/A has assured the 
Sudanese people that Garang’s death will not affect its commitment to the peace agreement. Meanwhile, the 
US has sent two senior envoys to Sudan to talk with officials in Khartoum and help smooth the transition from 
Garang to Kiir. 
 
Juba-Yei road to be re-opened 
At sectoral meetings with UN agencies in Juba, the UN Mission in Sudan (UNMIS) briefed on developments 
to re-open the Juba-Yei road. According to UNMIS, 10 engineers each from the SAF and SPLM/A will be 
trained to lay the bridge at mile 40 on the Juba-Yei road, which should be re-opened by mid-August of this 
year.  
 
Population movements in Juba  
General population movements to and outside Juba remained unchanged. Traders continued to arrive in 
large numbers from Yei and SPLM/A-controlled areas, bringing with them various commodities. Students 
also continued to arrive from East Africa and SPLM/A-controlled areas. Local chiefs from different tribes have 
been compiling lists of population movements to Juba. These lists are to be verified. 
 
UNHCR Juba visited Mundri IDP camp to verify rumors that 10,000 IDPs will be returning to Mundri following 
the rainy season. The chief of Mundri camp informed UNHCR that a stretch of the road to Mundri is heavily 
mined and IDPs will not return unless the international community informs them that it is safe to do so.  
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Mbororo nomads move to Bahr el Jebel state 
The presence of some 5,000 Mbororo nomads with their cattle and family members who moved from western 
Sudan to Bahr el Jebel state is not accepted by community leaders and the public. The local chiefs have 
requested the Government to move them outside the state. Notwithstanding, so far there have been no 
reports of hostile actions from the community against this group.  
 
Population movements in Malakal 
During the Security Management Team (SMT) meeting, UNMIS reported the forced displacement of local 
citizens from Paloich (near Melut), where the Chinese oil company is based, to a newly-created village. 
UNHCR was asked to follow up on this. 
 
UNHCR Malakal undertook joint assessment missions to Kodok and Tonga with the Humanitarian Aid 
Commission (HAC), OCHA and Adventist Development and Relief Association (ADRA) on the general 
situation of returning IDPs and refugees. In Kodok, some returnees have been reported in nearby villages, 
whereas in Tonga, an estimated 6,000 to 7,000 returnees are presently unwilling to return to surrounding 
villages due to security concerns. In both locations, officials have been asked to start tracking returns using 
the tracking form. The authorities in Kodok and Tonga have requested the establishment of way stations for 
the returnees in transit. UNHCR will follow up. 
 
Protection Working Group starts in Malakal  
A Protection Working Group was held in Malakal for the first time on 28 July. It was chaired by UNHCR and 
participants included CPMT, ICRC, IRC, IRW, GOAL, SOS, SRC, UNDP, UNDP (DDR), UNMIS, UNICEF 
and War Child. During the meeting, it was agreed to form four sub-working groups which will report back to 
the group every month. The sub-groups are: physical security; registration and returnee monitoring; legal 
protection; and protection of children and extremely vulnerable individuals. UNHCR will lead the registration 
and returnee monitoring sub-group.  
 
Addressing gender   
UNHCR Juba compiled a comprehensive list of local women’s groups and youth associations. These groups 
will be approached to seek their interest in participating in trainings on sexual and gender-based violence 
(SGBV) and other protection issues to be organized by UNHCR. 
 
Progress on Community-Based Reintegration Projects 
 
Juba 

• Installation of five bore wells in Jebel Kujur area has been completed, bringing the number of 
completed bore wells to 10.  

 
Yei 

• On 30 July, UNHCR and its implementing partner Aktion Afrika Hilfe (AAH) visited Lainya to discuss 
with county authorities the modalities for the distribution of seeds and tools to vulnerable returnees 
and IDPs in Lainya county. It was agreed to finalize distribution within the next two weeks.  

• The rehabilitation of Yei’s county office is progressing well. Eighty percent of the roof has been 
completed and AAH has procured office furniture. 

  
Kajo Keji 

• The construction of schools by Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) is progressing well. Support to teachers 
is an issue that needs review and is under discussion. The proposal is to increase the number of 
income-generating opportunities for teachers in order to provide them with compensation for their 
work without resorting to payment of cash incentives.  

• American Refugee Committee (ARC) has signed a sub-project agreement with UNHCR to drill 10 
additional boreholes for schools and communities. 
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Yambio 

• The renovation of the county health 
department office is progressing well. 

• 46 teachers have successfully completed 
phase one of the in-service teachers’ training 
conducted by ADRA. The training was 
formally closed by the county secretary and 
the education director on 29 July. The 
teachers are now being transported back to 
their locations to resume their normal duties 
at their schools. 

        Female teachers with their babies at the training.  
                                  UNHCR/M. Ahmed  

 
• Work on Yambio’s airstrip was completed 

on 29 July. The Sudan Relief and 
Rehabilitation Commission (SRRC) and 
NGOs on the ground appreciated the 
initiative taken by UNHCR to lead the repair 
of the airstrip under its own supervision. As 
a result of the good work, the Christian 
Brothers made a cash contribution to cover 
costs for additional work needed on the 
airstrip. 

          Laborers working on repairing Yambio’s airstrip. 
                                        UNHCR/M. Ahmed 

 
UNHCR prepares for registration exercise in Fugnido camp in Ethiopia  
On 23-24 July, UNHCR visited Fugnido camp (Gambella) to asses the possibility for a registration exercise in 
the camp. It was found that the Nuer population is stable, there is no influx, and registration is possible at any 
time (pre-registration has already been carried out). The Dinka population, which recently moved back to 
“village 12” within Fugnido camp, is stable, without any new arrivals. No pre-registration has been carried out 
but will start soon. The Dinka population could be registered at any time.  
 
The situation of the Anuak population is more complex. Anuak refugees left Fugnido camp after the events of 
November 2002 and found shelter among the local population. They only started returning to Fugnido camp 
at the beginning of 2005, after a separate Anuak site was established within the camp perimeter.  A pre-
registration activity was carried out between March and May 2005, with mixed results. Highlander teachers, 
as well as Anuak students, who had been hired to carry out the pre-registration activity, reported that they 
were threatened and harassed by Anuaks who tried to increase the pre-registration figures. It is therefore 
highly likely that the present pre-registration data are inflated. The current population in the Anuak site in 
Fugnido appears to be a mixture of refugees and local population. It is assumed that local Anuaks have 
settled in the camp to benefit from WFP food assistance. It has also been reported that the closure of local 
schools has prompted part of the local population to move (temporarily) into Fugnido camp. Furthermore, the 
rumours that a registration exercise will take place in the near future might have caused the movement of 
local Anuaks holding ration cards into the camp. UNHCR is currently devising a plan on how to prepare and 
approach the Fugnido camp registration exercise. 
 
UNHCR also travelled to Bonga camp (Gambella) to assess the verification activities and to discuss 
repatriation issues with refugee leaders. The refugee committee stressed that the Uduks are eager to return 
and urged UNHCR to complete the preparatory activities so that organized repatriation can begin. 
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Sudanese refugees in the Democratic Republic of Congo get ready for repatriation 
The UNHCR Representative in the Democratic Republic of Congo visited Aba to assess the preparatory 
activities for voluntary repatriation. He held meetings with local authorities, community elders and refugee 
leaders. The community expressed concern about the burden imposed on them by the presence of 
Sudanese refugees over the past 10-15 years and asked UNHCR to consider implementing community 
projects prior to departure as a gesture of recognition. The refugees confirmed their readiness for repatriation 
but raised some concern regarding the security situation in South Sudan. They inquired about the content of 
the repatriation package, the transport of their livestock and the role of women in South Sudan’s new society. 
The Representative also visited the transit centre in Aba town. The centre has been rehabilitated and has a 
capacity for 400 persons.  
 
UNHCR fields logistics mission in preparation for organized repatriation 
UNHCR fielded a logistics team to South Sudan from 18 July to 4 August. The aim of the mission was to 
update UNHCR’s regional logistics plan, taking into account changes on the ground, and assess readiness 
for organized return. The team traveled to key locations in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), the 
Central African Republic (CAR) and greater Equatoria where return movements are taking place. The team 
assembled in Yei on 18 July and split into two: team 1 traveled to Aba (DRC) to meet with refugees, local 
authorities as well as UNHCR and NGO staff, while team 2 assessed the roads and bridges from Yei to 
Yambio. On 23 July, the entire team left for Mboki (CAR). Team 1 held meetings with refugees, local 
authorities as well as UNHCR and MSF-Spain staff and assessed the transit centres, while team 2 assessed 
the road from Mboki to Bambouti and Tambura. As agreed during the regional meeting of the UNHCR 
Representatives in Khartoum in January 2005, voluntary repatriation from Mboki will be by air, but the 
mission also assessed the possibility of repatriating the refugees by road. According to the refugees 
themselves, there are currently less than 10,000 refugees remaining in 22 sites spread over 40 km around 
Mboki. The original planning figure of refugees in Mboki was 36,000, but since the peace process, many 
have returned spontaneously to Sudan, while others have reportedly gone further inland in the CAR in search 
of jobs and other opportunities. UNHCR is looking into the possibility of conducting a verification/registration 
exercise. UNHCR is also interviewing the refugees to inquire about their intentions for return - in a meeting 
with refugee leaders, the mission found that the refugees are eager to go home and wish to do so 
immediately.  
 
The mission found that in Aba, UNHCR is in a position to finalize its plans and start the repatriation of more 
than 5,000 refugees (provided that logistical support is in place and the tripartite agreement is signed). With 
regard to Mboki, the team felt that UNHCR could be ready shortly if the office in Mboki is rapidly reinforced 
and sufficient resources are made available in a timely manner.  
 
Update on funding situation for South Sudan as at 4 August 
Requirements (includes countries of asylum): US$ 76,347,770 
2005 Contributions: US$ 32,674,272 




